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This will be a substantial revision of a good selling text for upper division/first graduate courses in biomedical transport
phenomena, offered in many departments of biomedical and chemical engineering. Each chapter will be updated
accordingly, with new problems and examples incorporated where appropriate. A particular emphasis will be on new
information related to tissue engineering and organ regeneration. A key new feature will be the inclusion of complete
solutions within the body of the text, rather than in a separate solutions manual. Also, Matlab will be incorporated for the
first time with this Fourth Edition.
Applied Naval Architecture is intended for undergraduate students of many of the disciplines in maritime affairs, including
marine engineering, marine transportation, nautical science, shipbuilding or ship production (shipyard apprentice
schools), marine electrical engineering, meteorology, and oceanography. It could be used as an introduction to naval
architecture for technical personnel of all types already employed in shipyards, and for licensed officers as a general
reference and as preparation for license upgrading examinations. In short, its purpose is to describe what a naval
architect does, and how he or she does it, to all students and practitioners involved in the business of merchant ships and
shipping, except for professional naval architects themselves. Students preparing for a degree in naval architecture
would also find the book useful as an introduction to their profession.
Lectures on elementary statistical mechanics, taught at the University of Illinois and at the University of Pennsylvania.
Road Ecology links ecological theories and concepts with transportation planning, engineering, and travel behavior. With
more than 100 illustrations and examples from around the world, it is an indispensable and pioneering work for anyone
involved with transportation.
In the phase transitions among the solid, liquid, and gaseous forms of water, we see a profound demonstration of how
properties at the molecular scale dictate the behavior of the bulk material. As ice is heated beyond its melting point, new
avenues for molecular motion become open to the energy being added. Upon entering the gas phase, the water
molecules can explore new territory, unavailable to the liquid or solid. These transformations can be seen as a shifting
balance between the forces that bind the molecules and the thermal energy that excites these motions--a window
through thermodynamics on the intricate mechanisms that drive chemistry.
Introduction -- Materials and methods of construction -- The electrolyte -- Theory of reactions, energy transformations and
voltage -- Capacity -- Operation -- Resistance -- Efficiency -- Efficiency -- Testings storage batteries -- Present-day uses
for storage batteries.
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Providing a foundation in heat and mass transport, this book covers engineering principles of heat and mass transfer.
The author discusses biological content, context, and parameter regimes and supplies practical applications for biological
and biomedical engineering, industrial food processing, environmental control, and waste management. The book
contains end-of-chapter problems and sections highlighting key concepts and important terminology It offers crossreferences for easy access to related areas and relevant formulas, as well as detailed examples of transport phenomena,
and descriptions of physical processes. It covers mechanisms of diffusion, capillarity, convection, and dispersion.
Designed for introductory undergraduate courses in fluid mechanics for chemical engineers, this stand-alone textbook
illustrates the fundamental concepts and analytical strategies in a rigorous and systematic, yet mathematically accessible
manner. Using both traditional and novel applications, it examines key topics such as viscous stresses, surface tension,
and the microscopic analysis of incompressible flows which enables students to understand what is important physically
in a novel situation and how to use such insights in modeling. The many modern worked examples and end-of-chapter
problems provide calculation practice, build confidence in analyzing physical systems, and help develop engineering
judgment. The book also features a self-contained summary of the mathematics needed to understand vectors and
tensors, and explains solution methods for partial differential equations. Including a full solutions manual for instructors
available at www.cambridge.org/deen, this balanced textbook is the ideal resource for a one-semester course.
Applications of numerical mathematics and scientific computing to chemical engineering.
Design, analysis and simulation of tissue constructs is an integral part of the ever-evolving field of biomedical engineering. The
study of reaction kinetics, particularly when coupled with complex physical phenomena such as the transport of heat, mass and
momentum, is required to determine or predict performance of biologically-based systems whether for research or clinical
implementation. Transport Phenomena in Biomedical Engineering: Principles and Practices explores the concepts of transport
phenomena alongside chemical reaction kinetics and thermodynamics to introduce the field of reaction engineering as it applies to
physiologic systems in health and disease. It emphasizes the role played by these fundamental physical processes. The book first
examines elementary concepts such as control volume selection and flow systems. It provides a comprehensive treatment with an
overview of major research topics related to transport phenomena pertaining to biomedical engineering. Although each chapter is
self-contained, they all bring forth and reinforce similar concepts through applications and discussions. With contributions from
world-class experts, the book unmasks the fundamental phenomenological events in engineering devices and explores how to use
them to meet the objectives of specific applications. It includes coverage of applications to drug delivery and cell- and tissue-based
therapies.
This substantially revised text represents a broader based biological engineering title. It includes medicine and other applications
that are desired in curricula supported by the American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers, as well as many
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bioengineering departments in both U.S. and worldwide departments. This new edition will focus
This book is based on a graduate course and suitable as a primerfor any newcomer to the field, this book is a detailed
introductionto the experimental and computational methods that are used tostudy how solid surfaces act as catalysts. Features
include: First comprehensive description of modern theory ofheterogeneous catalysis Basis for understanding and designing
experiments in the field Allows reader to understand catalyst design principles Introduction to important elements of energy
transformationtechnology Test driven at Stanford University over several semesters
A complete, fully revised HVAC design reference Thoroughly updated with the latest codes, technologies, and practices, this all-inone resource provides details, calculations, and specifications for designing efficient and effective residential, commercial, and
industrial HVAC systems. HVAC Systems Design Handbook, Fifth Edition, features new information on energy conservation and
computer usage for design and control, as well as the most recent International Code Council (ICC) Mechanical Code
requirements. Detailed illustrations, tables, and essential HVAC equations are also included. This comprehensive guide contains
everything you need to design, operate, and maintain peak-performing HVAC systems. Coverage includes: Load calculations Airand fluid-handling systems Central plants Automatic controls Equipment for cooling, heating, and air handling Electrical features of
HVAC systems Design documentation--drawings and specifications Construction through operation Technical report writing
Engineering fundamentals-fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, heat transfer, psychrometrics, sound and vibration Indoor air quality
(IAQ) Sustainable HVAC systems Smoke management
Analysis of Transport Phenomena, Second Edition, provides a unified treatment of momentum, heat, and mass transfer,
emphasizing the concepts and analytical techniques that apply to these transport processes. The second edition has been revised
to reinforce the progression from simple to complex topics and to better introduce the applied mathematics that is needed both to
understand classical results and to model novel systems. A common set of formulation, simplification, and solution methods is
applied first to heat or mass transfer in stationary media and then to fluid mechanics, convective heat or mass transfer, and
systems involving various kinds of coupled fluxes. FEATURES: * Explains classical methods and results, preparing students for
engineering practice and more advanced study or research * Covers everything from heat and mass transfer in stationary media to
fluid mechanics, free convection, and turbulence * Improved organization, including the establishment of a more integrative
approach * Emphasizes concepts and analytical techniques that apply to all transport processes * Mathematical techniques are
introduced more gradually to provide students with a better foundation for more complicated topics discussed in later chapters
Integrating nonequilibrium thermodynamics and kinetic theory, this unique text presents a novel approach to the subject of
transport phenomena.
Part II covers applications in greater detail. The three transport phenomena--heat, mass, and momentum transfer--are treated in
depth through simultaneous (or parallel) developments.

The only text to cover both thermodynamic and statistical mechanics--allowing students to fully master thermodynamics
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at the macroscopic level. Presents essential ideas on critical phenomena developed over the last decade in simple,
qualitative terms. This new edition maintains the simple structure of the first and puts new emphasis on pedagogical
considerations. Thermostatistics is incorporated into the text without eclipsing macroscopic thermodynamics, and is
integrated into the conceptual framework of physical theory.
Introduction to Biotransport Principles is a concise text covering the fundamentals of biotransport, including biological
applications of: fluid, heat, and mass transport.
Particle technology is a term used to refer to the science and technology related to the handling and processing of
particles and powders. The production of particulate materials, with controlled properties tailored to subsequent
processing and applications, is of major interest to a wide range of industries, including chemical and process, food,
pharmaceuticals, minerals and metals companies and the handling of particles in gas and liquid solutions is a key
technological step in chemical engineering. This textbook provides an excellent introduction to particle technology with
worked examples and exercises. Based on feedback from students and practitioners worldwide, it has been newly edited
and contains new chapters on slurry transport, colloids and fine particles, size enlargement and the health effects of fine
powders. Topics covered include: Characterization (Size Analysis) Processing (Granulation, Fluidization) Particle
Formation (Granulation, Size Reduction) Storage and Transport (Hopper Design, Pneumatic Conveying, Standpipes,
Slurry Flow) Separation (Filtration, Settling, Cyclones) Safety (Fire and Explosion Hazards, Health Hazards) Engineering
the Properties of Particulate Systems (Colloids, Respirable Drugs, Slurry Rheology) This book is essential reading for
undergraduate students of chemical engineering on particle technology courses. It is also valuable supplementary
reading for students in other branches of engineering, applied chemistry, physics, pharmaceutics, mineral processing and
metallurgy. Practitioners in industries in which powders are handled and processed may find it a useful starting point for
gaining an understanding of the behavior of particles and powders. Review of the First Edition taken from High
Temperatures - High pressures 1999 31 243 – 251 "..This is a modern textbook that presents clear-cut knowledge. It can
be successfully used both for teaching particle technology at universities and for individual study of engineering problems
in powder processing."
Introductory Transport Phenomena by R. Byron Bird, Warren E. Stewart, Edwin N. Lightfoot, and Daniel Klingenberg is a
new introductory textbook based on the classic Bird, Stewart, Lightfoot text, Transport Phenomena. The authors’ goal in
writing this book reflects topics covered in an undergraduate course. Some of the rigorous topics suitable for the
advanced students have been retained. The text covers topics such as: the transport of momentum; the transport of
energy and the transport of chemical species. The organization of the material is similar to Bird/Stewart/Lightfoot, but
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presentation has been thoughtfully revised specifically for undergraduate students encountering these concepts for the
first time. Devoting more space to mathematical derivations and providing fuller explanations of mathematical
developments—including a section of the appendix devoted to mathematical topics—allows students to comprehend
transport phenomena concepts at an undergraduate level.
This Second Edition of the go-to reference combines the classical analysis and modern applications of applied
mathematics for chemical engineers. The book introduces traditional techniques for solving ordinary differential equations
(ODEs), adding new material on approximate solution methods such as perturbation techniques and elementary
numerical solutions. It also includes analytical methods to deal with important classes of finite-difference equations. The
last half discusses numerical solution techniques and partial differential equations (PDEs). The reader will then be
equipped to apply mathematics in the formulation of problems in chemical engineering. Like the first edition, there are
many examples provided as homework and worked examples.
This book is a Solutions Manual to Accompany Applied Mathematics and Modeling for Chemical Engineers. There are
many examples provided as homework in the original text and the solution manual provides detailed solutions of many of
these problems that are in the parent book Applied Mathematics and Modeling for Chemical Engineers.
"Professor William J. Thomson emphasizes the formulation of differential equations to describe physical problems,
helping readers understand what they are doing - and why. The solutions are either simple (separable, linear second
order) or derivable with a differential equation solver."--BOOK JACKET.
Over the last century, medicine has come out of the "black bag" and emerged as one of the most dynamic and advanced
fields of development in science and technology. Today, biomedical engineering plays a critical role in patient diagnosis,
care, and rehabilitation. As such, the field encompasses a wide range of disciplines, from biology and physiolo
Modeling in Transport Phenomena, Second Edition presents and clearly explains with example problems the basic
concepts and their applications to fluid flow, heat transfer, mass transfer, chemical reaction engineering and
thermodynamics. A balanced approach is presented between analysis and synthesis, students will understand how to
use the solution in engineering analysis. Systematic derivations of the equations and the physical significance of each
term are given in detail, for students to easily understand and follow up the material. There is a strong incentive in
science and engineering to understand why a phenomenon behaves the way it does. For this purpose, a complicated
real-life problem is transformed into a mathematically tractable problem while preserving the essential features of it. Such
a process, known as mathematical modeling, requires understanding of the basic concepts. This book teaches students
these basic concepts and shows the similarities between them. Answers to all problems are provided allowing students to
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check their solutions. Emphasis is on how to get the model equation representing a physical phenomenon and not on
exploiting various numerical techniques to solve mathematical equations. A balanced approach is presented between
analysis and synthesis, students will understand how to use the solution in engineering analysis. Systematic derivations
of the equations as well as the physical significance of each term are given in detail Many more problems and examples
are given than in the first edition - answers provided
Integrated, modern approach to transport phenomena for graduate students, featuring examples and computational
solutions to develop practical problem-solving skills.
Deen's first edition has served as an ideal text for graduate level transport courses within chemical engineering and
related disciplines. It has successfully communicated the fundamentals of transport processes to students with its clear
presentation and unified treatment of momentum, heat, and mass transfer, and its emphasis on the concepts and
analytical techniques that apply to all of these transport processes. This text includes distinct features such as
mathematically self-contained discussions and a clear, thorough discussion of scaling principles and dimensional
analysis. This new edition offers a more integrative approach, covering thermal conduction and diffusion before fluid
mechanics, and introducing mathematical techniques more gradually, to provide students with a better foundation for
more advanced problems later on. It also provides a broad range of new, real-world examples and exercises, which
reflects the current shifts of emphasis within chemical engineering practice and research to biological applications,
microsystem technologies, membranes, think films, and interfacial phenomena. Finally, this edition includes a new
appendix with a concise review of how to solve the differential equations most commonly encountered transport
problems.
A revised edition of the well-received thermodynamics text, this work retains the thorough coverage and excellent
organization that made the first edition so popular. Now incorporates industrially relevant microcomputer programs, with
which readers can perform sophisticated thermodynamic calculations, including calculations of the type they will
encounter in the lab and in industry. Also provides a unified treatment of phase equilibria. Emphasis is on analysis and
prediction of liquid-liquid and vapor-liquid equilibria, solubility of gases and solids in liquids, solubility of liquids and solids
in gases and supercritical fluids, freezing point depressions and osmotic equilibria, as well as traditional vapor-liquid and
chemical reaction equilibria. Contains many new illustrations and exercises.
This book presents balanced treatment of transport phenomena and equal emphasis on mass transport, momentum
transport and energy transport. It include extensive reference to applications of material covered and the addition of
appendices on applied mathematics topics, the Boltzmann equation, and a summary of the basic equations in several
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coordinate systems. 'Transport phenomena' offers literature citations throughout so you and your students know where to
find additional material. It contains - Transport properties in two-phase systems; Boundary-layer theory; Heat and mass
transfer coefficients; Dimensional analysis and scaling.
Advanced Transport Phenomena is ideal as a graduate textbook. It contains a detailed discussion of modern analytic
methods for the solution of fluid mechanics and heat and mass transfer problems, focusing on approximations based on
scaling and asymptotic methods, beginning with the derivation of basic equations and boundary conditions and
concluding with linear stability theory. Also covered are unidirectional flows, lubrication and thin-film theory, creeping
flows, boundary layer theory, and convective heat and mass transport at high and low Reynolds numbers. The emphasis
is on basic physics, scaling and nondimensionalization, and approximations that can be used to obtain solutions that are
due either to geometric simplifications, or large or small values of dimensionless parameters. The author emphasizes
setting up problems and extracting as much information as possible short of obtaining detailed solutions of differential
equations. The book also focuses on the solutions of representative problems. This reflects the book's goal of teaching
readers to think about the solution of transport problems.
Prof. Newman is considered one of the great chemical engineers of his time. His reputation derives from his mastery of
all phases of the subject matter, his clarity of thought, and his ability to reduce complex problems to their essential core
elements. He is a member of the National Academy of Engineering, Washington, DC, USA, and has won numerous
national awards including every award offered by the Electrochemical Society, USA. His motto, as known by his
colleagues, is "do it right the first time." He has been teaching undergraduate and graduate core subject courses at the
University of California, Berkeley (UC Berkeley), USA, since joining the faculty in 1966. His method is to write out, in long
form, everything he expects to convey to his class on a subject on any given day. He has maintained and updated his
lecture notes from notepad to computer throughout his career. This book is an exact reproduction of those notes. This
book demonstrates how to solve the classic problems of fluid mechanics, starting with the Navier–Stokes equation. It
explains when it is appropriate to simplify a problem by neglecting certain terms through proper dimensional analysis. It
covers concepts such as microscopic interpretation of fluxes, multicomponent diffusion, entropy production,
nonnewtonian fluids, natural convection, turbulent flow, and hydrodynamic stability. It amply arms any serious problem
solver with the tools to address any problem.
The Leading Integrated Chemical Process Design Guide: With Extensive Coverage of Equipment Design and Other Key
Topics More than ever, effective design is the focal point of sound chemical engineering. Analysis, Synthesis, and Design
of Chemical Processes, Fifth Edition, presents design as a creative process that integrates the big-picture and small
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details, and knows which to stress when and why. Realistic from start to finish, it moves readers beyond classroom
exercises into open-ended, real-world problem solving. The authors introduce up-to-date, integrated techniques ranging
from finance to operations, and new plant design to existing process optimization. The fifth edition includes updated
safety and ethics resources and economic factors indices, as well as an extensive, new section focused on process
equipment design and performance, covering equipment design for common unit operations, such as fluid flow, heat
transfer, separations, reactors, and more. Conceptualization and analysis: process diagrams, configurations, batch
processing, product design, and analyzing existing processes Economic analysis: estimating fixed capital investment and
manufacturing costs, measuring process profitability, and more Synthesis and optimization: process simulation,
thermodynamic models, separation operations, heat integration, steady-state and dynamic process simulators, and
process regulation Chemical equipment design and performance: a full section of expanded and revamped coverage of
designing process equipment and evaluating the performance of current equipment Advanced steady-state simulation:
goals, models, solution strategies, and sensitivity and optimization results Dynamic simulation: goals, development,
solution methods, algorithms, and solvers Societal impacts: ethics, professionalism, health, safety, environmental issues,
and green engineering Interpersonal and communication skills: working in teams, communicating effectively, and writing
better reports This text draws on a combined 55 years of innovative instruction at West Virginia University (WVU) and the
University of Nevada, Reno. It includes suggested curricula for one- and two-semester design courses, case studies,
projects, equipment cost data, and extensive preliminary design information for jump-starting more detailed analyses.
The chapters in this book are based upon lectures given at the NATO Advanced Study Institute on Synthetic Membranes (June 26-July 8,
1983, Alcabideche, Portugal), which provided an integrated presentation of syn thetic membrane science and technology in three broad
areas. Currently available membrane formation mechanisms are reviewed, as well as the manner in which synthesis conditions can be
controlled to achieve desired membrane structures. Membrane performance in a specific separa tionprocess involves complex phenomena,
the understanding of which re quires a multidisciplinary approach encompassing polymer chemistry, phys ical chemistry, and chemical
engineering. Progress toward a global understanding of membrane phenomena is described in chapters on the principles of membrane
transport. The chapters on membrane processes and applications highlight both established and emerging membrane processes, and
elucidate their myriad applications. It is our hope that this book will be an enduring, comprehensive compen dium of the state of knowledge in
the field of synthetic membranes. We have been encouraged in that hope by numerous expressions of interest in the book, coming from a
variety of potential users.
Learn classical thermodynamics alongside statistical mechanics and how macroscopic and microscopic ideas interweave with this fresh
approach to the subjects.
Molecular Driving Forces, Second Edition E-book is an introductory statistical thermodynamics text that describes the principles and forces
that drive chemical and biological processes. It demonstrates how the complex behaviors of molecules can result from a few simple physical
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processes, and how simple models provide surprisingly accurate insights into the workings of the molecular world. Widely adopted in its First
Edition, Molecular Driving Forces is regarded by teachers and students as an accessible textbook that illuminates underlying principles and
concepts. The Second Edition includes two brand new chapters: (1) "Microscopic Dynamics" introduces single molecule experiments; and (2)
"Molecular Machines" considers how nanoscale machines and engines work. "The Logic of Thermodynamics" has been expanded to its own
chapter and now covers heat, work, processes, pathways, and cycles. New practical applications, examples, and end-of-chapter questions
are integrated throughout the revised and updated text, exploring topics in biology, environmental and energy science, and nanotechnology.
Written in a clear and reader-friendly style, the book provides an excellent introduction to the subject for novices while remaining a valuable
resource for experts.
Market_Desc: · Chemical, Mechanical, Nuclear, Industrial Engineers Special Features: · Careful attention is paid to the presentation of the
basic theory· Enhanced sections throughout text provide much firmer foundation than the first edition· Literature citations are given throughout
for reference to additional material About The Book: The long-awaited revision of a classic! This new edition presents a balanced introduction
to transport phenomena, which is the foundation of its long-standing success. Topics include mass transport, momentum transport and
energy transport, which are presented at three different scales: molecular, microscopic and macroscopic.
Enables readers to apply transport phenomena principles to solve advanced problems in all areas of engineering and science This book
helps readers elevate their understanding of, and their ability to apply, transport phenomena by introducing a broad range of advanced topics
as well as analytical and numerical solution techniques. Readers gain the ability to solve complex problems generally not addressed in
undergraduate-level courses, including nonlinear, multidimensional transport, and transient molecular and convective transport scenarios.
Avoiding rote memorization, the author emphasizes a dual approach to learning in which physical understanding and problem-solving
capability are developed simultaneously. Moreover, the author builds both readers' interest and knowledge by: Demonstrating that transport
phenomena are pervasive, affecting every aspect of life Offering historical perspectives to enhance readers' understanding of current theory
and methods Providing numerous examples drawn from a broad range of fields in the physical and life sciences and engineering
Contextualizing problems in scenarios so that their rationale and significance are clear This text generally avoids the use of commercial
software for problem solutions, helping readers cultivate a deeper understanding of how solutions are developed. References throughout the
text promote further study and encourage the student to contemplate additional topics in transport phenomena. Transport Phenomena is
written for advanced undergraduates and graduate students in chemical and mechanical engineering. Upon mastering the principles and
techniques presented in this text, all readers will be better able to critically evaluate a broad range of physical phenomena, processes, and
systems across many disciplines.
A new, definitive perspective of electrokinetic and colloidtransport processes Responding to renewed interest in the subject of
electrokinetics,Electrokinetic and Colloid Transport Phenomena is a timely overviewof the latest research and applications in this field for both
thebeginner and the professional. An outgrowth of an earlier text (bycoauthor Jacob Masliyah), this self-contained reference provides anup-todate summary of the literature on electrokinetic and colloidtransport phenomena as well as direct pedagogical insight into thedevelopment of
the subject over the past several decades. A distinct departure from standard colloid science monographs,Electrokinetic and Colloid
Transport Phenomena presents the mostsalient features of the theory in a simple and direct manner,allowing the book to serve as a steppingstone for further learningand study. In addition, the book uniquely discusses numericalsimulation of electrokinetic problems and demonstrates
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the use ofcommercial finite element software for solving these multiphysicsproblems. Among the topics covered are: * Mathematical
preliminaries * Colloidal systems * Electrostatics and application of electrostatics * Electric double layer * Electroosmosis and streaming
potential * Electrophoresis and sedimentation potential * London-Van der Waals forces and the DLVO theory * Coagulation and colloid
deposition * Numerical simulation of electrokinetic phenomena * Applications of electrokinetic phenomena Because this thorough reference
does not require advancedmathematical knowledge, it enables a graduate or a seniorundergraduate student approaching the subject for the
first time toeasily interpret the theories. On the other hand, the applicationof relevant mathematical principles and the worked examples
areextremely useful to established researchers and professionalsinvolved in a wide range of areas, including electroosmosis,streaming
potential, electrophoretic separations, industrialpractices involving colloids and complex fluids, environmentalremediation, suspensions, and
microfluidic systems.
Over the last 20 years, fundamental design concepts and advanced computer modeling have revolutionized process design for chemical
engineering. Team work and creative problem solving are still the building blocks of successful design, but new design concepts and novel
mathematical programming models based on computer-based tools have taken out much of the guess-work. This book presents the new
revolutionary knowledge, taking a systematic approach to design at all levels.
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